Summary
2
For consistency of perception, sensory systems must be able to stably encode the same perceptual 25 features across a wide range of situations. An example of this is the encoding of object size 26 independent of object distance in the visual system (Helmholtz, 1867) -we do not perceive a giant 27 apple when viewed at close range, and similarly we do not misperceive buildings as tiny objects when 28 viewed from great distance. In the olfactory system, studies have looked at how odor identity may be 29 encoded independent of odor concentration (Cleland et the piriform cortex (Bolding and Franks, 2017) . This is thought to arise since OSNs will depolarise to 45 threshold more quickly when the concentration profile in the naris is steeper. 46
In awake mice, sniffing behaviour is in continual flux (Kepecs et al., 2007; Welker, 1964 ; Wesson et al., 47 To determine this, we first analysed 13 cell-odor pairs with early excitatory responses recorded in 102 passive mice where only a single concentration stimulus (1% saturated vapour pressure) was 103 presented to the animal across trials. Comparing the FR response over the first 250 ms for 'fast' sniff 104 trials (>70 th percentile peak inhalation slopes), and 'slow' sniff trials (<30 th percentile), it was apparent 105 that faster inhalation could cause a latency advance of the excitatory burst ( Fig. 2A-B ). Across all cell-106 odor pairs, faster inhalation caused a significant latency reduction in mean response onset (latency 107 change (fast-slow) = -16 ± 14 ms, p = 0.002 paired t-test between onsets for slow and fast inhalations; 108 showing a stable latency are likely already responding at the earliest timescale -i.e. there is a lower 114 limit on the latency of odor response. 115
It was previously shown in anaesthetized mice that mitral cells (MCs) undergo robust reductions in 116 latency of excitation for concentration increase, while tufted cells (TCs) -which already respond 117 earlier -do not (Fukunaga et al., 2012) . We used sniff cycle phase preference boundaries to determine 118 putative MC (pMC) and TC (pTC) phenotype using subthreshold activity as previously described 119 (Fukunaga et al., 2012; Jordan et al., 2017) . Examples could be found where both pMCs and pTCs 120 underwent reductions in latency of excitation when the sniff was fast ( Fig. 2A) , paired t-test, n = 5 cell-odor pairs; pTCs: latency change = -8±10 ms, p = 0.08, paired t-test, n = 124 8 cell odor pairs; pMCs vs pTCs: p = 0.001, unpaired t-test; Fig. 2F -G), and this was largely because 125 pTCs already tended to respond with shorter latency during slow sniffs than pMCs (pTC onset median 126 = 75 ms, IQR = 55-90 ms; pMC onset median = 110 ms, IQR = 80-113 ms, p = 0.13, Ranksum; Fig. 2E ). 127
Thus, the temporal shifts and cell-type specificity in the effect of faster sniffing matches that previously 128 described for concentration increases in anaesthetized mice (Fukunaga et al., 2012) . 129 mice (dataset as in Fig. 1 ), the only salient changes in response to increased concentration were 134 latency advances of excitatory burst stimuli ( Fig. 3A and B) . When correlating changes in spike count 135 as before (Fig. 1E ) between those occurring for sniff change and those occurring for concentration 136 change, there was a highly significant positive correlation between the two (R = 0.71, p = 4x10 (Fig. 1-3) , and that sniff parameters are constantly varying in awake mice (Wachowiak, 155 2011), we next sought to determine the capabilities of mice to distinguish odor concentrations in a 156 simple head-fixed go/no-go paradigm (Fig. 4A-C) , despite variance in sniffing. 157
First, mice were trained to simply distinguish high (3%) versus low (1%) concentration stimuli. 3 mice 158
were trained with the low concentration stimulus as the CS+ ('Low go'), and 5 mice were trained with 159 high concentration as the CS+ ('High go'). After pre-training ( Supplementary Fig. 5A ), all mice learned 160 the distinction within a single training session ( Mice were not using flow changes from the olfactometer output to make the discrimination, as our 169 olfactometer design keeps flow from odor outlet constant (Fig. 4G) . Secondly, trigeminal stimulation 170 was likely not being used since mice subsequently learned to discriminate the same concentrations of 171 vanillin (an odor which is thought not to stimulate trigeminal afferents -Frasnelli et al., 2011), within 172 a significantly shorter timeframe (16 ± 14 trials to criterion, p = 0.001, paired t-test, n = 6 mice, Fig.  173 4H), suggesting they may generalise the 'task rule' for concentrations across 174 that the discrimination task was not trivial (Fig. 5B) . Thus, shifts in perceived concentration should be 202 overtly seen in the performance curves. To test this, we first separated trials according to whether the 203 first sniff was fast (<30th percentile inhalation duration) or slow (>70 th percentile) (Fig. 5D ). This 204 resulted in a comparison of trials between which the difference in the inhalation duration matched or 205 exceeded that used in the whole cell recordings when comparing fast and slow sniff trials (Fig. 5E) . 206
Recalculating performance curves for each subset, there were no large or significant differences in the 207 performance curves for mice performing on either contingency ( Fig. 5F ; p>0.01 paired t-tests). 208
Secondly, on a small selection of trials for 5 of the mice, the puff stimulus (as used during the 209 physiological recordings) was used to evoke fast sniffs, including the first inhalation (Fig. 5G) . The 210 mean changes in first inhalation duration evoked by this puff were again highly comparable to that 211 used for analysis of fast and slow sniffs in the physiological data (Fig. 5H) . While this had a minor but 212 insignificant effect on error rate likely owing to distraction (percent correct: control trials = 83 ± 8%, 213 probe trials = 77 ± 9%, p = 0.16 paired t-test, n = 5 mice), there were remarkably no gross differences 214 in the performance curves compared to control trials (p>0.01, paired t-tests; Fig. 5J ). Finally, when 215 separating trials for each concentration according to the response of the mouse (either 'go' or 'no 216 go'), there was no overt differences in first inhalation between go and no-go trials ( Supplementary 217 Fig. 6 ). 218
Given that we have only considered the first sniff cycle, it is possible that mice take another sniff prior 219 to making a decision if the initial sniff was fast and gave rise to ambiguity about concentration. This 220 would be reflected in longer reaction times for fast compared to slow first sniff trials. Comparing trials 221 14 222 Fig. 6D and E) . 227
Thus, mice were not using larger amounts of information to make their decisions when sniffs were 228 fast. 229
Reductions of inhalation duration of 10-20 ms rendered 1% and 2.5% concentrations indiscriminable 230 within MTC responses (Fig. 3E-K) . Here we are comparing similar and even larger reductions in 231 inhalation duration, yet behaviourally the ability to discriminate concentration shows no dramatic 232 differences, congruent with the recent findings in rats for a different task (Shusterman et al., 2017) . 233
Thus, variable sniffing appears to have no overt negative impact on concentration perception. 234
Mitral and tufted cells respond to inhalation changes in cell type specific ways 235 We have so far shown that it is difficult to distinguish the effect of a change in inhalation or a change 236 in concentration via their effects on MTC responses (Fig. 1-3 ), yet mice are perfectly capable of fine 237 concentration discrimination in the face of fluctuating inhalations (Fig. 5) . We thus conjecture that the 238 which disappears with naris occlusion (Margrie and Schaefer, 2003) . We thus wanted to determine 245 whether the olfactory bulb reports changes in single sniffs on a short timescale. 246
We took baseline activity in absence of odor as a proxy for the large portion of mitral and tufted cells 247 which will not be responsive to an odor, whose activity could instead be used to directly determine 248 the kind of sniff that took place. To do this we analysed the cellular activity of 45 MTCs recorded in 249 passive mice across over 1000-2000 sniffs occurring in absence of the odor. Sniffs were categorised 250 according to inhalation duration, and peristimulus time histograms and average membrane potential 251 waveforms were calculated over 250 ms triggered by inhalation onset for each subset (Fig. 6A-C) . We 252 found that individual mitral and tufted cells would show linear transformations in their activity 253 according to the duration of the inhalation just occurring. For example, some cells showed increased 254 spike count (Fig. 6A1-B1 ) and depolarising membrane potential (Fig. 6C1) as inhalations became faster, 255 while others showed decreasing spike count (Fig. 6A2-B2 ) and more hyperpolarising membrane 256 potential (Fig. 6C2) . 24% of cells showed significant relationships between spike count and inhalation 257 duration (p<0.01, linear regression; Fig. 6D ) compared to only 3% in shuffle controls. R 2 for the actual 258 correlations were also significantly higher than for shuffle controls (actual R 2 median = 0.54, IQR=0.17-259 0.82; shuffled median=0.18, IQR=0.04-0.45, p=1x10 ). Altogether 51% of cells 268 showed a significant relationship (p<0.01) between inhalation duration and at least one or more of 269 these activity parameters (Fig. 6E) . between inhalation duration and mean activity -e.g. Fig. 6A1-C1 ) or hyperpolarise (positive R values, 278 e.g. Fig. 6A2-C2) , we wanted to test whether this could be explained by cell type. Indeed we found 279 cases where morphologically reconstructed cells showed correlations between certain activity 280 parameters and inhalation duration, with polarity corresponding to cell type as predicted. Inhalation change can be detected and decoded from MTC spiking on rapid timescales 299 We next sought to determine whether we could read out changes in inhalation from the spiking 300 activity of cells in absence of odor, as a proxy for cells that are not responding directly to the odor. 301
We first wanted to determine how rapidly a change in inhalation could be detected. For all cells with 302 enough sniff variation (>50 sniffs in each inhalation duration category), we calculated sequences of 303 spike histograms for different inhalation durations using random subsets of sniffs within each group 304 ( Fig. 8A; see methods) . We constructed either a sequence with PSTHs calculated from three 305 consecutive sniffs of 95 ms inhalation duration, or a sequence with PSTHs calculated from 2 306 consecutive sniffs of 95 ms, with the last PSTH instead constructed from 55 ms inhalation duration 307 sniffs (Fig. 8A ). Using these, it was possible to determine a change in inhalation duration (95 to 55 ms 308 inhalation duration) within only 70 ± 12ms by calculating Euclidean distances between constructed 309 population vectors of the two different sequences (Fig. 8B see methods) . Smaller changes in inhalation 310 duration (95 to 75 ms) could also be detected on similarly rapid timescales (Supplementary Fig. 7) . 311
We next investigated whether the population activity of multiple mitral and tufted cells provides 312 sufficient information for reliable detection of individual sniff cycles with fast and slow inhalation 313 speeds. From 42 single-cell recordings of mitral and tufted cell activity, we constructed an emulated 314 population spiking matrix for respiration cycles for fast (37-80 ms) and slow (96-183 ms) inhalations. 315
After training synaptic weights from all the 42 neurons and an activation threshold, a single output 316 21 317 neuron could achieve perfect detection performance of cycles with fast and slow inhalations (Fig. 8C  318 see methods). Reliable discrimination (Matthews correlation coefficient of 0.90) of individual fast and 319 slow inhalation cycles could be achieved within 130 ms after inhalation onset (Fig. 8D) . 320
Thus, even for relatively low numbers of neurons, mitral and tufted cell activity -in absence of odor 321 input -is informative of the inhalation that just occurred, such that non-odor responsive cells could 322 be utilised by the olfactory system to distinguish sniff changes versus concentration changes. 323 
22

Discussion
324
For stable perception, sensory systems must find ways of encoding of stimulus features independent 325 of fluctuating sampling behavior. Here we show that faster sniffs can evoke response changes in the 326 olfactory bulb that appear indistinguishable from those caused by increasing concentration (Fig. 1-3) , 327 yet mice are highly capable of perceiving concentration on fast timescales, regardless of sniffing 328 parameters (Fig. 4-5) . We reason that the only way the olfactory system can distinguish these two 329 occurrences is via information about the kind of sniff that just occurred. This could potentially be 330 achieved through corollary discharge from a motor circuit involved with breathing rhythms (such as 331 the pre-bötzinger complex). However we find that single MTC activity already correlates with 332 inhalation duration (Fig. 6) , and that this is likely generated from feed-forward input in a cell type 333 specific way (Fig. 7) , allowing inference about the kind of sniff that just occurred on a rapid timescale 334 (Fig. 8) . Thus, the olfactory bulb itself does not appear to be the site where the sniff-invariant percept 335 of intensity is generated, but does appear to already contain the information needed to generate the 336 percept elsewhere. 337
Given the timescale of decision making for concentration (Fig. 4) , it seems likely that the information 338 used by the mouse is the fast timescale temporal shifts in excitation that have been previously 339 described (Cang and Isaacson, 2003; Fukunaga et al., 2012; Sirotin et al., 2015) . Congruently, this 340 temporal information contributes to the entirety of concentration discriminability on such a timescale 341 in our dataset (Fig. 3E) . It has been suggested that high baseline firing rates of MTCs could obscure 342 such a latency code for concentration being used (Mainland et al., 2014) changes can indeed mimic the effect of concentration change at the level of both firing rates (Fig. 1),  351 and temporal shifts in spike activity (Fig. 2-3) . This is not to say that OSN input is perfectly matched 352 when we compare faster sniff rates and higher concentration. In fact, since subthreshold inhibition is 353 greater for the higher concentration ( Supplementary Fig. 3 . Since sniff modulation is more overt in anaesthetized mice and is reduced at higher 364 sniff frequencies (Bathellier et al., 2008; Carey and Wachowiak, 2011; Kay and Laurent, 1999) , the 365 importance of sniff modulation in the awake animal may come into question. Here we find that sniff 366 patterning of activity gives rise to linear transformations of baseline activity as inhalation parameters 367 are changed, a feature which is widespread throughout MTCs (Fig. 6) . We thus reason that a primary 368 function of sniff modulation is to inform the olfactory system of what kind of inhalation took place, 369 such that a change in concentration and a change in sniffing are distinguishable. Congruently we find 370 that inhalation parameters can indeed be readily and rapidly inferred from the spiking activity of MTCs 371 (Fig. 8) . 372 24 Encoding of 'sniff effort' has been hypothesized previously when psychophysics showed that humans 373 could categorise concentrations well despite large changes in inhalation flow rate (Teghtsoonian et 374 al., 1978) . Airway resistance is subject to continual changes, and even differs between the two nostrils 375 (Principato and Ozenberger, 1970; Sobel et al., 1999) , which will naturally result in varying nasal flow 376 rates for identical respiratory motor commands. Previous work has shown that sniff modulation of the 377 olfactory bulb is generated peripherally rather than centrally, since blocking the naris abolishes sniff 378 modulation in the olfactory bulb (Margrie and Schaefer 2003) . Thus reafference using mechanoceptive 379 encoding of sniff pressure, rather than efference copy of the motor commands (which would require 380 constantly updated internal models to calculate the effect on airway flow for each nostril) may be the 381 optimal strategy for encoding inhalation parameters. This could be the reason that olfactory receptors 382 evolved to respond to pressure changes as well as olfactory stimuli (Connelly et (Fig. 6D) . We could thus hypothesise that non-odor responsive MTCs within a region of the bulb can 393 provide information about the timing of inspired air reaching the epithelium. If the inhalation becomes 394 faster, both responsive and the much larger population of unresponsive cells show a latency reduction 395 in their peak activity, while if concentration has increased, only the sparse odor responsive population 396 will show this latency shift. Thus, a relative timing code could be used as a sniff-invariant 397 representation of concentration ( Supplementary Fig. 9 ). Exactly where and how the two kinds of 398 25 information could be integrated to form a sniff invariant representation of concentration should be 399 the objective of future investigations, though recent evidence from the piriform cortex of awake mice 400 already suggests that cortical interneurons sharpen the latency shifts evoked by concentration change 401 and encode concentration via the synchronicity of ensemble firing (Bolding and Franks, 2017 ). It is also 402 possible that in a mouse performing a concentration guided task, olfactory bulb physiology could be 403 altered by top-down circuits in such a way as to generate a sniff invariant representation of 404 concentration using information about the sniff dynamics. 405
It is possible that at much larger sample sizes of cells than reported here, a small subpopulation of 406 neurons capable of reporting concentration invariant across sniffs become detectable. It is also 407 possible that we have missed activity parameters at the population level, such as spike synchrony, 408 which could conceivably be more stable reporters of concentration in the face of fluctuating sniffs. 409
We deem these confounds less likely since a complimentary unit recording study finds that the latency 410 shift of excitatory response due to sniff change is widespread throughout a larger sample of MTCs 411 (Shusterman et al., 2017). 412
In conclusion, concentration changes in the naris can either be self-generated through changes in 413 sniffing, or the consequence of a true change in environmental concentration, yet mice can perform 414 sniff-invariant concentration discrimination. The olfactory bulb contains information about both the 415 odor concentration alongside the inhalation dynamics, which together may allow inference about 416 whether a sniff change or a concentration change occurred, overall enabling sniff-invariant 417 concentration perception. 418
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